2011 MOVIES!

Brian and Dom flee to Rio de Janeiro in Fast __
The __ is based on a book of the same name set in 1960s Mississippi
Justin Bieber hit the big screens with the concert movie __ Say Never
Rio, Rango, Puss in Boots and Kung Fu __ are great for families
Super 8 was written and directed by J.J. __
Neil Patrick Harris had an adventure with these blue cartoon characters
Captain __ was a hit, paving the way for the upcoming Avengers
George __ stars in Ides of March and The Descendants
Daniel Craig and Harrison Ford worked together in __ and Aliens
__ Tale is about a boy and his animal friend that lost its tail
Green __ and Green Hornet were just two of several superhero movies
Lightning __ and Mater meet Finn McMissile in Cars 2
They are back on the big screen with Jason Segel and Amy Adams
Edward and Bella finally get married in __ Dawn Part 1
Phil, Stu, Allan and Doug go to Thailand in The __ Part II
Jennifer Aniston, Colin Farrell and Kevin Spacey were __ Bosses
The children's film Hugo is directed by Martin __
Captain Jack Sparrow is back in Pirates of the Caribbean: On __ Tides
Reese Witherspoon and Robert Pattinson starred in Water for __
Bradley Cooper was "__" due to a top-secret drug
Brad Pitt starred in this movie about the Oakland A's
Thor is played by Chris Hemsworth, an __, not a Scandinavian
Young Professor Xavier and Magneto were friends in X-Men: __
Aliens attack in Battle __
Ben Stiller gets Eddie Murphy to help him rob Alan Alda in __
Movie about competition within a bridal party
Ensemble film like Valentine's Day and Love Actually
Optimus Prime and Bumblebee are back in __: Dark of the Moon
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